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Abstract Tom and ApiGen are two complementary tools which simplify the definition and the manipulation of abstract datatypes. Tom is an extension of Java which adds pattern matching facilities independently of the used data-structure. ApiGen is a generator of abstract syntax tree implementations which interacts naturaly with Tom. In this paper, we show how Eclipse can be extended to support the development of Tom programs. By integrating a Tom editor, an automatic build process and an error management mechanism, we demonstrate the integration of an algebraic programming environment in Eclipse. Hence, our work contributes to the promotion of formal methods and Eclipse to the educational, algebraic and industrial communities.



1



Introduction



As mentioned in [1], the Eclipse Platform is an Integrated Development Environment (IDE) for anything, and nothing in particular. Although the Eclipse Platform has a lot of built-in functionalities, most of them are very generic. It takes additional tools to extend the Platform to work with new content types, to do new things with existing content types, and to focus the generic functionalities on something specific. The plug-in is the smallest functional unit of Eclipse Platform that can be developed and delivered separately. All of the Eclipse Platform’s functionalities are delivered through the interface of plug-in, except for a small kernel known as the Platform Runtime. A simple feature (online help for example) can be added through a single plug-in and developed without any coding needs at all. A complex one (a complete IDE for a programming language) can be split in several plug-ins, each one coded in Java. So, the tools plugged into 1
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the Platform supply the specific features that make it suitable for developing new kinds of applications. Eclipse is delivered with a tool for Java. The Java development tooling (JDT) adds Java program development capability to the Platform, like any full-featured Java IDE (project management, source code editor, refactoring support, complex searches, incremental compilation, debugging support, etc.). Eclipse also supports a C/C++ equivalent IDE: the CDT. All these tools have been developed using Eclipse and its open and documented generic framework, but every one can develop its own tool for its specific need. This is exactly what we have done for an algebraic extension of Java: Tom 2 . Object-oriented languages are very popular. However, they still lack powerful features like expressive pattern matching provided by functional programming languages. In practice, these useful features interact poorly with the data abstraction mechanisms which are central to object-oriented languages. Thus, expressing some computations is awkward in object-oriented languages. In this paper, we present an Eclipse plug-in for Tom [6] and ApiGen [12]. Tom is an extension of Java (and C) which adds pattern matching facilities to these languages [7,13,5,4]. This is particularly well-suited when describing various transformations of structured entities like, for example, trees/terms and XML documents. From an implementation point of view, it is a compiler which accepts different native languages (C or Java) and whose compilation process consists in translating the matching constructs into a given underlying native language. Its design follows our experiences on the efficient compilation of rule-based systems [3]. ApiGen is a generator of abstract syntax tree implementations. Taking a concise definition of an abstract datatype, it generates an efficient and strongly typed implementation code for this abstract datatype. The implementation features an efficient memory management and fast equality checking using maximal sharing[9]. As illustrated by Figure 1, ApiGen interacts very well with Tom. In addition to the generated Java code, ApiGen also generates algebraic signatures which can be directly reused in Tom to define pattern matching expressions. Tom and ApiGen provide support for list representations and list-matching [10] which are very useful for practical applications like XML document transformations. Indeed, XML documents can be easily represented by the mean of list operators. The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 briefly presents Tom and ApiGen. The Eclipse plug-in and its features are described in Section 3. Section 4 presents the two main contributions of this work. On one hand, it promotes Eclipse and provides a complete IDE to the algebraic programming community. On the other hand, it shows that Eclipse is sufficiently 2
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Fig. 1. ApiGen generates a datatype in Java and a definition of this datatype as input for Tom. The users writes code using the match construct on the generated Abstract Syntax Tree classes, and Tom compiles this to normal Java.



generic to support the development of new “non-standard” programming environments. The last section concludes the paper and presents perspectives to this work.



2



Tom and ApiGen



2.1



Pattern matching with Tom



For sake of simplicity, we only consider two additional new constructs of Tom extending the Java syntax : %match and back-quote (‘). The first construct is similar to the match primitive of ML and related languages: given a term (called subject) and a list of pairs pattern-action, the match primitive selects a pattern that matches the subject and performs the associated action. This construct may thus be seen as an extension of the classical switch/case construct. The second construct is a mechanism that allows one to easily build ground terms over a defined signature. This operator, called back-quote, is followed by a well-formed term written in prefix notation. In order to give a better understanding of Tom’s features, let us consider a simple symbolic predicate (greaterThan) defined on Peano integers built using the zero and successor symbols. The comparison of two integers can be described in the following way: boolean greaterThan(Nat t1, Nat t2) { %match(Nat t1, Nat t2) { x,x -> { return true; } suc(_),zero() -> { return true; } zero(),suc(_) -> { return false; } suc(x),suc(y) -> { return greaterThan(x,y); } } }
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This example should be red as follows: given two terms t1 and t2 (that represent Peano integers), the evaluation of greaterThan returns true if t1 is greater or equal to t2. This is implemented by (non linear) pattern matching (first pattern) and anonymous variables (second and third patterns). The reader should note that variables do not need to be declared: their type is automatically inferred from the definitions of the operators in which they are involved. To distinguish a constant from a variable (e.g. the constant zero), empty braces could be used (zero()). As mentioned previously, an important feature of Tom is to support list matching, also known as associative matching with neutral element (inspired by the ASF system [10]). Let us consider the associative operator conc used for building list of naturals (NatList). In Tom, an associative operator is a variadic operator and each sub-term could be either of sort element or list (respectively Nat or NatList in our case). To illustrate the expressivity of associative matching, let us define a sorting algorithm: public NatList sort(NatList l) { %match(NatList l) { conc(X1*,x,X2*,y,X3*) -> { if(greaterThan(x,y)) { return ‘sort(conc(X1*,y,X2*,x,X3*)); } } _ -> { return l; } } }



In this example, one can remark the use of list variables, annotated by a ‘*’: such a variable should be instantiated by a (possibly empty) list. Given a partially sorted list, the sort function tries to find two elements x and y such that x is greater than y. If two such elements exist, they are swapped and the sort function is recursively applied. When the list is sorted the first pattern cannot be found in the list and the next pattern is tried. In fact, this second pattern imposes no restrictions on its subject and thus the corresponding action is triggered and the sorted list l is returned. 2.2



Generation of abstract datatypes



As mentioned in Section 1, ApiGen takes a concise definition of abstract datatype (an *.adt file) and generates an efficient and strongly typed Java implementation. Considering the previous Peano based example, the datatype definition is given in Figure 2. A particularity of Tom is to be data-structure independent. Thus, given a concrete Java implementation, a Tom signature has to be defined to establish a mapping between implementation and algebraic constructors. In addition to the generated Java code, ApiGen also generates this Tom signature definition. An interesting point offered by abstract datatype is to be statically typed: each constructor is defined by a domain and a co-domain. In practice, this 4
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datatype Peano Nat ::= zero | suc(pred:Nat) NatList ::= conc(elt:Nat) Fig. 2. A datatype definition for Peano integers and list of naturals.



reduces the risk of programming errors since an ill-formed term (or pattern) is detected at compile time.



2.3



XML transformations



Another interest of Tom is to support the manipulation of XML documents. Indeed, an XML document can be parsed and represented by a tree-based data-structure like Document Object Model (Dom), promoted by the W3C. Dom is a platform neutral interface that allows to dynamically access and update the content, structure and style of XML documents. Tom provides a mapping mechanism (the signature definition) that enables us to see a Dom tree as an algebraic term, on which pattern matching can be performed. In addition to the standard prefix notation, Tom supports a specific XML-like notation which makes pattern definitions very natural for XML users. As an example, comparing two XML nodes (Person) according to values of their attributes (Age in this example) could be described as follows: public int compare(TNode t1, TNode t2) { %match(TNode t1, TNode t2) { , -> { return a1.compareTo(a2); } } return 0; } When manipulating XML documents, one can note that object-oriented languages are not very good at analyzing and transforming XML trees. This is because such trees usually contain data but no methods. The Dom library helps the programmer but make transformations still tedious to express. The experience showed us that Tom performs well in this area, mainly because the notion of pattern matching naturally extends to the processing of XML data. Ideally, one would hope for a fusion which unifies concepts found in different paradigms. Our proposal is a first answer to this problem. As an example, the Dom library offers a way to obtain all nodes with a specific name. This can be specified in Tom, but more effort is needed. On the other side, an equivalent effort is needed in Tom to collect all nodes with a particular attribute value, which is more complex to do when considering the Dom library alone. 5
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The complementary approaches of Tom and Dom provides a very powerful paradigm which offers a unified, intuitive and simple syntax to describe XML analysis and transformations. This approach competes with other technology like XSLT, but it is safer since we benefit from the static typing of Tom and Java.
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Integration of Tom into Eclipse



Promoting Tom implies to develop all expected tools to exploit such kind of new technology. Based on our experiences on the efficient compilation of ELAN [3], a strong core compiler for the language has been developed [6]. This compiler, called JTom, is written in Java and Tom itself, using ApiGen for abstract datatype definitions. In parallel, a dynamic debugger, able to track pattern matching and rewrite step expressions has been implemented. This tool allows to set conditional break-points and visualize variables instantiated by pattern matching. Recently, the Tom compiler has been adapted to be integrated into the Eclipse platform. The development of the Tom plug-in, thanks to Eclipse framework simplicity, led to the emergence of a complete integrated algebraic environment dedicated to Tom. This work share some common features with the ASF-Meta-Environment [8,11]. 3.1



Migrating the system to Eclipse: expected gains



Originally, JTom and ApiGen were implemented in Java as command line tools. Traditional editors, like Emacs and Vim, as well as Make commands were used for editing and compiling the source files. This approach is suitable for experienced Unix users, however it makes the installation of the system more complex for other users, because editors, scripts and shell variables have to be tailored. Although, it is possible to distribute everything in a single package, it still requires an external editor and some script customizations. There was definitely a need for a more friendly environment to promote the language and also make our development easier. The Eclipse platform answers to these problems by providing an integrated environment which contains both editors, compilers and builders. Furthermore, Eclipse is able to provide a complete specialized editor for Tom, offering syntax coloring, keyword completion and error reporting in a uniform environment. Finally, Eclipse also provides debugging support which could be reused to integrate the current Tom (textual mode) debugger. 3.2



Problems to solve



After studying the different opportunities offered by the Eclipse platform, we have identified several problems to solve: 6
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how to keep the Tom system a self-contained package (independent to Eclipse) as this migration should not break the command line tool capabilities ?



•



how to provide a editor with Tom syntax coloring capabilities?



•



How to re-use the JDT editor for editing and refactoring parts of Tom programs which are written in Java?



•



how to extend the JDT Java editor and keep the Tom plug-in as independent as possible from JDT’s low-level implementation details ? This is important to reduce the complexity of the maintenance by avoiding extra support each time the Eclipse platform is upgraded.



•



how to integrate JTom and ApiGen in such a way that their compilation becomes automatic and transparent to the user ?



•



how to coordinate the different compilers (javac, JTom and ApiGen) to smoothly integrate the errors raised by these tools ?



•



how to manage the execution of the external tool into the same Java virtual machine as Eclipse without unexpected behavior ? For example, the tools should terminate properly without stopping the virtual machine.



All these problems found there solutions in adapting tool by just removing static references, sometime by modifying part of the architecture to offer services to the plug-in. 3.3 The Tom plug-in The presented plug-in is fully functional and is available at Tom web page. The system consists of about ten Eclipse extension points [1] to deliver services ranging from wizards to complex structured editor and automatic incremental build supports. Project and resource wizards. A wizard aims at simplifying the creation of new projects. Similarly to Java, the JTom wizard allows the programmer to define the inheritance hierarchy of classes, as well as the skeleton, based on Java templates. In addition, as illustrated in Figure 4, the JTom and ApiGen wizards also invite the programmer to define specific properties, like compilation options for examples. Structured editor. To each Tom file is associated a specific editor, whose design is inspired by the Java editor. On the implementation side, some behaviors are inherited from the classes included in the JDT. In particular, this gives Java colorization, indentation and function template completion for free. The specific part consists in adding Tom functionalities to complete the inherited ones: 7
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Fig. 3. The Tom project wizard extends the Java one and configures the project to make automatic the compilation of Tom programs



Fig. 4. The Tom wizards allow to specify the expected class hierarchy and other resource properties like compilation options •



syntax coloring has been extended to consider and highlight Tom constructs,



•



the auto-completion word processor has been extended to perform Tom keyword completion, depending on the context, 8
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a last feature allows to display the signature of an algebraic constructor. By double-clicking on a Tom constructor, an info-pops gives types and slotnames information. This considerably improves the development process and participates to reduce the number of ill-formed term errors.



The last point is interesting because it illustrates the smooth integration of Tom and ApiGen: algebraic constructors are used in Tom programs, whereas their signature is defined at the ApiGen level (in *.adt files). By parameterizing the Tom editor with signature definitions, the editor is able to retrieve and display pertinent information.



Automatic build process. The Eclipse platform defines an automatic build process, activated each time a resource is modified. The compilation workflow (Figure 1 on page 3) shows how this process can be used to automatically compile a Tom project: each time a resource is modified (an ApiGen or a Tom file), it has to be recompiled. Moreover, when a signature definition is modified, the depending Tom files also have to be re-compiled. To complete the build process, all generated Java files have to be compiled. This is performed by the third phase of the build process definition (see Figure 3 on the previous page).



Error management. When using an integrated development environment, one of the most important needed feature is the possibility to visualize problems and programming errors. This is, in our opinion, a very strong point provided by the Eclipse IDE. In order to minimize the difference between the Tom environment and the standard Java environment, it was essential to offer the possibility to visualize Java and Tom errors in a uniform way. As illustrated in Figure 5, we managed to retrieve and display Tom and ApiGen errors (see the “warning line 43” for example). In some sense, it may be considered as normal since we have a full control on the compiler behavior. The complex part was to be able to retrieve and display all Java errors. When designing a compiler or a pre-processor, it generally introduces new lines and constructs. Thus, it is difficult to maintain a correspondence between error locations in the generated code and their origin in the source code. As an example, how to be sure that an error line n (in a Tom program), will produce an error at the same line in the generated Java code. By constraining our compilation algorithm, we have introduced a synchronization mechanism which ensures that any native language block (C or Java) is kept unmodified (same line and column) in the generated file. Thus, any Java error detected in the generated file can be collected and associated to the source Tom file (see the “error line 48” in Figure 5). 9
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Fig. 5. Eclipse workspace in action: Tom and Java errors are visible in the “Package Explorer”, the “Problems” window as well as in the editor. The result of the execution (a sorted XML document) is shown in the “Console”.



Learned lessons. By providing an automatic build process and a good error management mechanism, the presented Eclipse plug-in considerably simplifies the development of Tom based programs. By developing such a plug-in, we have identified several opportunities for improvement in both the Tom project as well as in Eclipse. In addition to the design of the source code synchronization mechanism, we had to adapt our tools to allow them to share a same Java virtual machine. Thus, it appeared essential to remove all static objects, as well as banish all calls to System.exit(), since it immediately terminates the execution of the Eclipse environment. On the Eclipse side, we confirm that the development of wizards and automatic build processes is straightforward. One of the major issue has been the realization of the editor, in the sense that it was nearly impossible to reuse the JDT code to build the Tom editor. Especially, the parsing phase was difficult to realize within the Eclipse infrastructure. Although Java programs can be “easily” split between single-line comment, multi-line comment, javadoc and the rest, it is not the case for Tom programs. A last difficulty we encountered was the ability to stay as independent as possible from low-level JDT implementation. However, this appears to be essential since the Eclipse implementation evolves quickly and multiplies the number of cross-platform tests that have to be performed each time a new 10
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Eclipse version is released. In particular, it was not so trivial to migrate from current stable version of Eclipse (2.1) to the current pre-built versions (3.x).



4



Contributions



4.1



A platform for academic community



In the previous section we showed how a pleasant and easy to use development environment can be provided for an extension of Java. Moreover, this work also shows how the Eclipse framework can be turned into a platform dedicated to refactoring and debugging of algebraic based languages. The presented Tom plug-in makes the build process automatic, compilation errors are reported in the editor and located, with explanatory messages. In our opinion, this contributes to reduce the time spent in debugging and thus to speed-up the development process. Providing such an environment is with no doubts interesting for the development of formal methods, because it helps students to learn and use algebraic specification languages. Teaching the language with an easy to use environment helps to focus the course on the theoretical foundations rather than on particular aspects of the language syntax. By quickly identifying syntax and type errors, the IDE contributes to focus on higher level concepts rather than technical problems. Providing an integrated development environment for an algebraic language is definitely an interesting platform for making tool presentations, showing examples, modifying and running them. This gives to the language a much better impact over industrials, because it gives a friendly environment (nice interface, syntax coloring, automatic build, etc.) for using the algebraic tools. It is also a convenient way of distributing the system by the mean of a machine independent plug-in, with a very simple “3 clicks” installation procedure. Furthermore, for all these reasons, the Eclipse plug-in is also a very convenient tool for experienced algebraic style programmers. In this way, the presented work is a concrete contribution and will certainly promote the emergence of Eclipse to algebraic programming community. 4.2



A validation of Eclipse technology extensibility



This work shows how Eclipse can be used to develop new environments for languages or extensions, using the open architecture of the IDE framework. We have shown how this framework can be used to integrate different tools, formerly considered as independent tools, involving a complex build process into a programmer friendly environment. The introduction of other tools allows to unify these tools in a common platform. We show that the potential of Eclipse environment can be also easily extended to promote such new languages by providing a uniform framework with features usually found in professional used IDE only. 11
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This Tom plug-in is a first step in introducing Eclipse as a platform of greatest interest for the development and the distribution of development environments for algebraic languages like rule based languages. This shows the interest of a project like the Eclipse project for the academic community, and places Eclipse as a generic support tool for promoting new ideas. Eclipse can be turned into a generic framework for providing tools and environments for high-level executable algebraic specification development, including features usually not provided by these specification tools. Such algebraic environments may help to promote the use of Eclipse in cutting edge industrial applications, where safety and formal validation have a growing importance. This opens a way to industrial quality formal development environments. Another contribution of this work is to confirm that the Eclipse Platform design is good and sufficiently generic to support the development of new “nonstandard” programming environments. Thus, it will promote the emergence of Eclipse to the algebraic community. Another encouraging and promising contribution is to highlight some points that have to be improved, like relaxing the deep-connection between the Java grammar and the Eclipse editor for example. 4.3



The plug-in in action



The plug-in has today an interesting maturity and stability. It has found some direct applications both in research and industrial context. The main example is the development of JTom in Java and Tom. It represents about 10,000 lines of Tom code converted in more than 30,000 lines of Java. There are about 200 constructors defined with ApiGen generating about 30,000 lines of Java code, with maximal sharing and fast equality check. The project represent almost 80,000 lines of code. Only 6,000 lines of code have been necessary to realize the plug-in. This point validates the extensibility of Eclipse plug-in architecture. The plug-in has also been used to design and implement various proving and model-checking tools. Recently, a propositional prover has been prototyped: given a proposition to prove, the system generates one or all possible proofs in a readable way (using LATEX as a typesetting system). In another context, the Needham-Schroeder Public-Key protocol (establishing a mutual authentication between an initiator and a responder) has been described and verified using Tom [2]. In both cases, the interaction between Java and Tom was very fruitful: Tom was used to specify the transition system, whereas the expressive power of Java was used to specify how the search space have to be explored. Finally, the use of Eclipse made this fusion of paradigms so natural that Tom appears to be mature enough to be promoted in a teaching or an industrial context. In industrial context, the Tom plug-in has been recently used by the CRIL 12
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Technology Group in the context of the Averroes research project. The main theoretical objective of this project is to specify and perform transformations of timed automata. From an implementation point of view, most of the datastructure are represented by XML documents. Thus, the need of a powerful and integrated XML transformation tool was essential. A first prototype has been implemented in Java using Eclipse and the Dom library to describe the various transformations. In a second version of the implementation, it was decided to use Tom to describe the transformations. It is worth to say that the existence of the Tom-Eclipse plug-in was essential: without such a plug-in it would have been much more difficult to convince this group to use higher-level programming concepts to implement its tools. The result is quite impressive, since the Tom-Eclipse plug-in helped them to implement complex algorithms they would never have implemented at the Dom level. The Tom plug-in also helped them to improve the maintenance of their system and reduce the size of the project by a factor 3 (from 1,200 lines of Java to 400 lines of Tom).



5



Conclusion and further work



In this paper, we have shown how the Eclipse components could be re-used to deliver a plug-in providing an integrated environment (structured editors, build processes and error management) for an extension of Java: Tom. In particular, we have discussed the way multiple compilers can be coordinated and adapted to Eclipse annotation mechanism, for displaying errors. However, the JDT editor does not provide sufficient extension points to be re-used without being strongly dependent of the core implementation. We plan to improve our plug-in with new features like: •



dynamic inference of available algebraic signature and completion of constructors. This objective could be reached by improving the JTom compiler so that it will support incremental compilation of Tom code.



•



code refactoring capabilities as offered by Java editor and Java code completion. This point depends strongly on future choice of the JDT development team.



•



creating a specialized Eclipse view acting as a graphical interface on top of the existing (textual mode) debugger.



Some of these features raise new problems, involving design modifications of the JTom compiler. At last, it should be interesting to port all these efforts on the C language by the intermediate of the CDT tools. This port will benefit from the use of conventions and generic functionalities imposed by the platform. So, this task should simply need a simple refactoring to adapt the editor and the integration of the compilers. The experiment of integrating Tom and ApiGen in the Eclipse platform 13
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shows the ability of Eclipse to support “non-standard” languages. Eclipse appears as a platform of choice for new language support in the academic community and for teaching such new languages.
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